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1—The Dominican Attitude Toward Learning 

In the aim which it set itself the Dominican Order was a pioneer, creating a new kind of 

religious Order dedicated to the apostolate. It pledged itself to seek the salvation of souls by 

preaching the faith everywhere in the world. To gain mobility for this apostolate, it cut itself 

off from the restricting ties of a single monastery, parish, or diocese. The Order was no less 

an innovator when it chose study as an essential element in achieving its end. Its most recent 

Dominican Constitutions, adopted at a general chapter held at River Forest, Illinois, in 1968, 

stress the importance of study: 

Therefore “our study should before all things be zealously directed to our purpose to help others spiritually. 

(1) 

By study, the brethren themselves assimilate the manifold wisdom of God and prepare themselves to serve the 

Church and all men by teaching. They should all the more be fully committed to study because by the tradition 

of the Order, they are specially called to encourage men in the pursuit of truth. (2) 

After 750 years of life, storm, and stress, study still stands as a means which cannot be 

dispensed with, rejected, or neglected without jeopardizing the Order’s very life. (3) 

The Order of Preachers is a learned Order. In the background, giving religious color, are the 

age-old observances of the regular life. Running through the entire fabric is consecrated 

study, a golden thread dominating the whole tapestry. It is not worked in as an afterthought 

but is integral to the Dominican religious life. “Study,” wrote Humbert of Romans, "is not 

the purpose of the Order but is exceedingly needful for the ends we have mentioned, namely, 

preaching and working for the salvation of souls, for without study we can achieve 

neither.”(4) Study and learning were the means to attain a sacred purpose—the salvation of 

men through preaching. In advancing that aim, they served simultaneously as instruments of 

personal sanctification for the friar. He pursued them as duties of his state of life. In the 

Dominican way of life, they stood on a level with divine services and monastic observances 

strictly so-called. Humbert of Romans, who first loved the Carthusians and during his life 

cherished a strong bent toward asceticism, found no difficulty in ranking study as one of the 

spiritual works of the Dominican way of life. According to him, priors should “willingly be 

present also at spiritual exercises within the cloister, such as lectures, conferences, sermons, 



the divine office, and the like.”(5) Jordan of Saxony put it more succinctly when he replied 

to an inquirer who asked what Rule he followed: “The Rule of the Friars Preachers. And this 

is their rule: to live virtuously, to learn, and to teach.”(6) 

St. Dominic, who viewed study as an essential part of the apostolic life to be led by his friars, 

was the author of the intellectual bent of his Order. He made study an essential duty of the 

Dominican religious life and learning an indispensable requirement of its apostolate.(7) His 

own life and experience foreshadowed the life of the brothers of the Order of Preachers. As 

a careful and industrious student, he studied arts and theology at the cathedral school of 

Palencia. He laboriously annotated his books, spending almost his whole night in study. In 

the interests of study he gave up the use of wine.(8) At his first venture into the apostolic 

field he sat up all night in theological discussion with an Albigensian, winning the conversion 

of his opponent.(9) 

The circumstances under which Dominic founded his Order strongly influenced its doctrinal 

and intellectual character. For ten years before the Order was solemnly confirmed, Dominic 

had been in conflict with Albigensianism, a heresy based on a fundamental metaphysical 

misconception—a dualism postulating two absolute first principles as the source of all things. 

Before the Albigensian Crusade began, Dominic and his fellow missionaries frequently 

engaged the leaders of the heretics in public debate.(10) The fact that his summary of the 

debates held during a fifteen-day period at Montreal in 1207 was chosen as the best statement 

of the Catholic position demonstrates his theological acumen." Personal experience in the 

field of combat taught him the need for preachers with minds schooled in the Scriptures and 

theology, men who could use the weapons that faith, reason, and experience placed in their 

hands.(11) 

Dominic remained true to his training and experience after he founded his Order. It is no 

surprise to see him, during the same month the foundation was made, enroll his six disciples 

in the lecture course that Alexander Stavensby was giving at the cathedral school of 

Toulouse.(12) Constantly “by word and in letter” he urged the friars to study the books of 

the Old and the New Testaments.(13) Quite consistently, he chose university cities as places 

for the foundation of priories. At the dispersal of the friars in August, 1217, he sent seven of 

the sixteen to Paris.(14) The next year he made a foundation at Bologna.(15) In 1220 there 

followed a foundation at Palencia, where King Ferdinand had just raised the schools to 

university rank; in 1221 at Montpellier, where the schools had recently gained their university 

charter.(16) As Dominic lay dying in Bologna on Aug. 6, 1221, friars he had commissioned 

at the general chapter in May were passing through Canterbury en route to Oxford(17) 



In founding priories in university cities, Dominic intended to enroll the friars for the 

university courses and to seek vocations from among the students and professors. He saw 

the success of this vocational plan at both Paris and Bologna. After his death, Jordan of 

Saxony, during a fifteen-year term as master general, continued it with phenomenal success. 

And the Order never lost its appeal for university people.(18) 

The Order’s legislation, fashioned under Dominic’s presidency in 1220, embodied an 

academic code. Its most important feature was the requirement that a professor be appointed 

for each priory. Each priory, in effect, would be also a school.(19) The Founder himself 

obtained the services of Regent-Master John of St. Albans for Saint Jacques priory in Paris, 

raising its courses thereby to university status.(20) 

Dominic’s planning laid the foundation for the later, elaborate organization of higher studies 

within the Order. As the Order grew numerically and geographically, it established a net-

work of schools: priory schools, provincial schools, and general houses of studies. Dominic 

could not have foreseen this educational system in its finished details, but his attitude toward 

learning, his grasp on the needs of his time, the steps he took to educate his men in theology, 

his realization of the advantages of university training, made it inevitable that Dominicans 

would pursue their studies to the ultimate conclusion of earning degrees at the universities. 

Graduation implied the entrance of Dominicans into the field of teaching. The mastership 

in theology and the baccalaureate which preceded it could not be earned except by teaching. 

At each step in his advance toward his degree the candidate taught. After graduation, 

university statutes required him to put in a further period of compulsory professorship. 

Masters, bachelors, and friars trained in advanced theology returned to their provinces to 

staff, and teach in, their provincial houses of studies or priory schools. As these men retired 

from the schools or went into other fields as priors, provincials, preachers-general, 

inquisitors, bishops, legates, they carried their learning with them, stamping everything 

Dominican and everything they did with the seal of learning. 

 

 

2 — The Organization and Supervision of Studies 

The Dominican Order, the first to set itself a doctrinal mission, was also the first to write 

prescriptions for study into its basic laws. 

The Constitutions demanded that the pursuit of learning begin the moment postulants 

walked across the threshold of a priory: 



Let the master teach them how unceasing they should be in the pursuit of knowledge, so that by day and by 

night, at home and on the road, they should be reading something or meditating, and should strive to learn 

whatever they can by heart.(21) 

The hours of the Divine Office were to be sung “briskly and concisely, lest the brethren lose 

devotion and their studies be impeded.”(22) Priors might dispense with the daily chapter of 

faults in the interests of study.(23) This spirit of study was so deeply implanted that when 

one of the early friars neglected study for the sake of long prayers and works of asceticism, 

“the brethren often accused him of making himself useless to the Order by not studying.”(24) 

The prologue of the Constitutions linked serious study to the Order’s purpose as an 

indispensable means of achievement: 

The prelate shall have power to dispense the brethren in his priory when it shall seem expedient to him, 

especially in those things that are seen to impede study, preaching, or the good of souls, since it is known that 

our Order was especially founded from the beginning for preaching and the salvation of souls, and our study 

ought to tend principally and ardently and with the highest endeavor to the end that we might be useful to the 

souls of neighbor. (25) 

The Constitutions embodied many measures concerning study. They forbade the founding 

of a priory without a lector.(26) They laid down detailed instructions for students, student 

masters and lectors, for disputes, review of lectures, and methods of study. Lectors and 

student friars enjoyed various privileges. Superiors could exempt them from religious 

exercises so they could give themselves to study without interruption. Talented students 

might have the use of a cell and stay up at night to study.(27) Nevertheless this was on their 

own responsibility; if they dozed during lectures they were guilty of fault and might be 

punished.(28) Superiors were to single out students who displayed aptitude for teaching and 

send them on for higher studies.(29) Nor was the supervision of studies left solely to local 

superiors. Visitors were obliged to observe how each priory fulfilled its duties toward 

study.(30) 

In the years that followed, the Order built on the academic foundations laid by the 

Constitutions. Upon its priory schools it constructed an elaborate scholastic organization 

that provided a graduate program of studies and an interlocking system of provincial (studia 

provincialia) and general houses of study (studia generalia). I shall discuss these schools in 

the next two chapters. 

The Order carefully supervised the running of its schools. The superior direction of the 

whole educational system lay with the general chapter; especially it kept the regulation of the 

general houses of study under its control. It made ordinances for all the Order’s schools. 



During the latter half of the thirteenth century the chapter entrusted the appointment of 

their professors and officials to the master general but from early in the next century it took 

most of these appointments into its own hands, and towards 1400 began to designate the 

majority of the lectors.(31) Rarely was there a chapter that did not in some way deal with 

educational matters. Legislation is constantly being clarified, modified, or supplemented.(32) 

The first comprehensive regulation of studies (occasioned by developments at the University 

of Paris, which had broadened its philosophical courses in 1255) was made by the general 

chapter of Valenciennes in 1259. The work was entrusted to a commission of five masters 

of theology: Albert the Great, Thomas Aquinas, Peter of Tarentaise, Florence of Hesdin, and 

Bonhomme of Brittany. In a brief and concise document the commission regulated many 

aspects of Dominican studies.(33) 

The importance of the program can hardly be exaggerated. Though in some provisions it but 

repeated earlier ordinances, in its integration it is a masterpiece of scholastic organization 

which for centuries remained the basis of Dominican studies. Calling for the establishment 

of schools of philosophy, it implicitly approved its use in the elaboration and teaching of 

theology. This was a most progressive step, taken in full accord with the most advanced 

trends in the field of thought and in complete harmony with the views of Albert and Thomas, 

the leaders of the intellectual world.(34) Meanwhile, general houses of studies had been 

founded at Paris, Oxford, Cologne, Montpellier, and Bologna, and provincial houses of 

theology had evolved from priory schools in the provinces.(35) Thus the chain of Dominican 

studia was completed. The trend initiated by Saint Dominic when he led six of his earliest 

disciples to the theological school of Alexander of Stavensby at Toulouse had come to 

maturity.(36) 

The 1259 ordinance provided for academic exercises in these schools similar to those of the 

universities: lectures, disputations, determinations, and repetitions.(37) It set down the duties 

of lectors, bachelors, priors, student masters, visitors (visitators), and students. The five 

masters designated a method of choosing students for advanced courses, safeguarded the 

rights and privileges of lectors and students, took measures to prevent them from being 

distracted from their studies, permitted them to be dispensed from certain other duties, 

required them, and even priors and lectors who were not currently teaching, to frequent 

classes regularly. They stipulated what books were to be taken to lectures and made 

provisions for the support of students. The ordinances also provided machinery for the 

regular supervision of studies. The Constitutions had commanded the visitors who were sent 

out annually to inspect the priories to inquire into academic matters. The 1259 chapter 



amplified these duties, enjoining visitors to recommend friars for advanced studies and to 

determine whether lectors were faithful to their classes, held disputations, and gave magistral 

solutions to problems. Visitors were obliged to report to the provincial chapter and give 

notice when priories lacked lectors.(38) 

The day-by-day supervision of provincial schools and general houses of studies devolved on 

the prior(39) and more immediately on the master of students. The Constitutions entrusted 

the master with the duty of regulating the activities of students, correcting them, assigning 

them to cells, hearing their repetitions of lectures, and deciding whether they were suited for 

continued study.(40) The chapters of the early fourteenth century spelled out these duties in 

greater detail and extended them.(41) Not only did the master of students now give certain 

kinds of lectures, but he regulated the academic work of the students, safeguarded their 

privileges, excused them from classes when necessary, checked on their diligence in study 

and in class. If they were neglectful, he accused them in chapter or, in flagrant cases, reported 

them to the provincial. He gave a yearly report about the work of lectors, the attitude of -the 

prior toward studies, the conduct of students, the observance of student’s privileges, and the 

fulfillment of academic ordinances of the chapters. If he were master of students in a studium 

generale, he reported on these subjects to the general chapter; if in a provincial studium, to 

the provincial chapter. He also observed whether the professors followed the doctrines of 

the Church, the accepted opinions of the schools, and the teaching of St. Thomas. 

The 1305 general chapter supplemented the 1259 curriculum with detailed instructions for 

the various houses of study. It set down the qualifications and duties of lectors, the admission 

requirements for students, the type and frequency of academic exercises, and provided for 

the supervision of study.(42) The chapters of 1313, 1314, and 1315 handled a wide variety 

of academic matters. They devoted special attention to the provincial and general houses of 

theology, determining the number of students and making provision for their books and 

clothing. They prohibited all students from engaging in extraneous activities, and protected 

their rights and privileges, established norms for the frequentation of lectures, made 

regulations concerning the appointment and teaching of lectors, systematized the supervision 

of studies by the master of students, and strongly emphasized adherence to the doctrines of 

St. Thomas.(43) The 1313 chapter provided for the censorship of books before publication, 

and, renewing older ordinances, forbade the study of alchemy.(44) The 1315 chapter ordered 

all priories to establish and stock their libraries.(45) 

The 1405 general chapter made some important changes in the organization of Dominican 

schools. After reaffirming the qualifications for lectors in the houses of studies and tightening 



the requirements for taking the mastership in theology, it commanded the provinces to 

establish one or more grammar schools, and not to have more than one school of arts, one 

of philosophy, and one of theology in each vicariate. It also created two new types of general 

houses of study, ordering the provinces to organize one for philosophy and one for the arts. 

It proceeded to designate one for philosophy at Siena and Basel respectively in the provinces 

of Rome and Germany, and one for the arts at Ferrara in the province of St. Dominic and 

at an undetermined priory in the province of Saxony.(46) This is the last we hear of these 

special schools. Apparently they were intended to supplement but not supplant the regular 

provincial schools which were continued. 

Within the province, the general direction of studies was the duty of the provincial chapter 

and the provincial. They determined where the schools were to be set up, appointed their 

lectors, and selected their students.(47) The chapters applied the academic ordinances of the 

general chapters to their province and issued mandates to meet local conditions.(48) During 

his tours of the province, the provincial looked into the conduct of the students and the 

work of the lectors. He sought friars who showed an aptitude for advanced studies and, with 

the provincial chapter, assigned students to the studia generalia and provided for their 

needs.(49) 

Even today, fundamentally, the organization of studies in the Order, though modified by the 

ingrafting of new courses and altered to meet changed conditions, bears the imprint of these 

earlier years. 

In its faculties of arts, philosophy, and theology established in provincial studia, in its 

territorial diffusion, the Dominican academic organization rivalled the influence and cultural 

importance of the universities. In its higher reaches it joined hands with the universities, 

either because its curriculum was incorporated into, and the friars took their degrees from 

the university, or because the Dominican faculty substituted for a university faculty of 

theology. In its totality the Dominican educational system was comparable to a university, 

not concentrated in one place but decentralized through the provinces and reaching its apex 

at the studium generate of St. Jacques in Paris. It was, as Sir Maurice Powicke described it, 

“a kind of distributed university.”(50) This was especially true after 1257 when Alexander IV 

granted the master general the privilege of authorizing qualified friars to teach theology in 

Dominican schools even though they had not gained the right of teaching everywhere by 

earning a university degree. This privilege did not extend to places where there was a 

university faculty of theology.(51) 

 



3—Dominican Response to the Intellectual Needs of the Church 

When St. Dominic imparted to his Order such a strong intellectual bent, he not only ensured 

the achievement of its own end but also responded to an urgent need of the Church. He 

gave it learned teachers as well as preachers. The clergy of the early thirteenth century, apart 

from those of the universities, were almost devoid of theological training, yet were unable to 

remedy this defect. The Councils of the Lateran in 1179 and 1215 had ordered the opening 

of schools for the clergy: grammar schools in each episcopal city, theological schools in each 

metropolitan diocese.(52) Honorius III repeated these mandates in 1219 and took measures 

to ensure their fulfillment.(53) For the most part, however, lack of professors frustrated the 

commands of pope and councils. Mandonnet estimated that it would have been hard to find 

a dozen professors of theology outside the universities at the opening of the thirteenth 

century.(54) 

These evils did not escape Dominic. His experience in southern France had taught him the 

need of a clergy trained in the sacred sciences. He determined to found an order well-

grounded in sacred truth, prepared to spread it by preaching, to defend it by attacking error. 

He knew that these purposes could not be attained without study. Honorius III officially 

imposed this same mission on the Order. He urged the friars to preach the word of God 

eagerly, to seize every opportunity to do the work of an evangelist.(55) Study was an essential 

preparation and an abiding necessity for the fulfillment of such a mission. Each Dominican 

priory had to be also a school. Soon the network of priories spreading across Europe 

provided the schools that popes and councils had sought in vain to provide.(56) Mandonnet 

estimated that 1550 Dominicans were devoting themselves to intellectual pursuits at the end 

of the thirteenth century.(57) During the great controversy of the Mendicant Orders with 

the University of Paris at mid century, Thomas Aquinas underlined this service the Order 

was rendering to the Church, remarking that it had fulfilled the mandate of the Lateran 

Council far beyond its requirements.(58) Thomas’ own contribution to the development of 

the Order’s consciousness of its intellectual mission (before him not so clearly defined, nor 

always so coherent), was of first importance. Some Dominican authors, exaggerating, have 

called him the second founder of the Order. 

With the coming of St. Thomas Aquinas, the directly theological role of the Order, leading, moreover, to the 

study of certain secular sciences, received its definitive historic consecration. Henceforth, doctrinal inspiration 

became an intimate and definitive part of the Dominicans spirit and one of the most outstanding characteristics 

of the Order. The “Common Doctor” may truly be considered the second founder of the Order. (59) 



Though Dominic founded the schools of the Order chiefly for its own members, they were 

open to non-Dominicans.(60) It did not take bishops long to realize the possibilities of the 

Dominican schools and many of them considered that they were thus absolved from 

following the Lateran Decree. Bishop Conrad Scharfeneck of Metz was one of the first to 

realize the importance of the Dominican schools. Urging his people, in April 1221, to aid the 

Friars Preachers should they come to make a foundation in his diocese, he pointed to a 

double benefit they would bring—sermons for the laity and courses in theology for his clergy. 

Several years later the bishop of Liège welcomed Dominicans into his diocese to preach, hear 

confessions, and teach theology.(61) Pope Innocent IV in 1245 dispensed clerics attending 

lectures at the priory of Dijon from the duty of residence in the same manner as students 

attending the University of Paris.(62) It was with justifiable pride, therefore, that Jordan of 

Rivalto, an eloquent Dominican preacher of the fourteenth century, boasted that St. Dominic 

had filled Christendom with schools of theology.(63) 

Dominicans taught not only in their schools but in those of the other ecclesiastical groups. 

Mandonnet writes that during his years of research in Dominican history, covering the 

thirteenth to the fifteenth century, he had found more than a hundred friars teaching in 

episcopal schools or abbeys.(64) When the Cistercian general chapter of 1246 ruled that each 

of their monasteries should have their monks study theology, the Abbot of Citeaux asked 

the Dominicans to supply a lector for the mother-abbey.(65) In 1285 William of Saint 

Genesius was teaching the monks of the Cistercian abbey of Grandselve.(66) In the early 

fourteenth century, Arnold Bernard of Cahors lectured on the Gospels, Acts of the Apostles, 

and the Apocalypse to the Canons of St. Stephen’s in Toulouse.(67) 

It was especially in cathedral schools, throughout the Continent, that the friars became 

professors. From their first arrival in Lyons, they held the chair of theology at the 

cathedral.(68) In 1246 the bishop of Reims bore the expenses of moving the Order’s priory 

closer to his church so that the Dominican lector who taught the canons would have easier 

access to the cathedral schools.(69) Dominicans lectured on the Bible or on the Sentences 

of Peter Lombard at Bordeaux, Toulouse, Albi, Magouellonne and Narbonne.(70) It was the 

same in other countries. The friars taught at the cathedral schools of Milan and Padua in 

Italy,(71) of Salzburg in Germany,(72) and, often, of Prague in Bohemia.(73) The Order’s 

professors lectured at the Spanish cathedrals of Urgel, Tortosa, Mallorca, Lerida, Tarragona, 

Barcelona, Gerona, Palma, and Valencia, where St. Vincent Ferrer taught theology before he 

began his great preaching career.(74) 



Other schools, likewise, drafted friar professors. At various times during the fifteenth 

century, a Dominican taught at the College of St. Eulalia in Montpellier, at three colleges in 

Bologna, and at the schools of St. Semin in Toulouse.(75) University schools, apart from the 

Order’s houses of studies, occasionally had Dominican lecturers. Bartholomew Caccia of 

Milan was professor of theology and moral philosophy at the University of Pavia from 1402 

to 1407.(76) The 1426 general chapter commissioned the provincial of Provence to appoint 

the officials for the schools at the new University of Dole, a city where the Order had no 

priory.(77) The chapters themselves appointed lectors for the universities of Lisbon, Leipzig, 

Aix, Montpellier, and Avignon.(78) 

In university cities, the Dominican studium generale was incorporated into the university.(79) 

Its academic exercises conformed to university statutes and were attended by both 

Dominican and non-Dominican students. During their conflicts with the universities, 

Dominicans at Paris in 1256 and at Oxford in 1313 complained that the secular masters were 

preventing scholars from following courses at their priories.(80) In both cities various 

university exercises took place in the priory church.(81) 

At those universities which did not have a faculty of theology, the schools of the Dominicans 

and other religious Orders served the theological needs of the clergy. This situation obtained 

at Bologna,(82) Padua, Montpellier, Naples,(83) and Coimbra.(84) In recognition of this fact 

the thirteenth-century popes would not permit a new university to establish a theological 

faculty when schools of theology of religious Orders existed in the city. 

Noted personages attended courses in Dominican houses of study. St. Richard Wych, later 

bishop of Chichester, studied in the priory at Orleans, Engelbert of Admont at Padua, 

Arnauld of Villenueve at Montpellier.(85) Benedictine students at Liège frequented the 

Dominican studium generale at Cologne.(86) 

Nor were all the guest-students clerics. At Barcelona, late in the thirteenth century, secular 

students attended the courses in oriental languages given by Raymond Martin.(87) A 

Barcelona friar, a century later, taught classes in Scripture for clergy and laity.(88) Cimabue, 

the great Italian artist, attended grammar classes at Santa Maria Novella, in Florence. This 

gifted youth was little interested in the earth-bound laws of Latin grammar. Instead of paying 

attention he illustrated his notebooks with a gallery of animals, knights and other products 

of youthful fancy, including no doubt unflattering cartoons of his teachers.(89) 

The most famous of all these lay students was a genius far more serious about his books than 

Cimabue—the youthful Dante Alighieri who also studied at Santa Maria Novella. With the 

sons of other Florentine citizens, he was a student of Fra Remigio de’ Girolami, himself a 



disciple of St. Thomas and one of the first Thomists. Under this master the poet made the 

doctrine of the Angelic Doctor his own, reproducing it later in the poetic dress of the Divine 

Comedy.(90) 

Also in Florence, at the priory of San Marco, during the summer of 1490, not only the friars 

but many devout layfolk and benefactors— among them learned and leading citizens—

attended the informal lectures that Savonarola delivered “under a damask rose tree at the 

end of the garden.”(91) As the audience increased with the popularity of the lectures, and 

the auditors urged him to speak in public, Savonarola moved to the church on August 1 and 

began his sermons on the Apocalypse. Thus opened the fateful series that ultimately led to 

the friar’s death. The episode also illustrates the close connection between teaching and 

preaching. Even after he had moved to the pulpit, Savonarola continued to refer to his 

instructions as lectures. 

 

(Source: Hinnebusch, W. A. The Dominican Order and Learning, p. 3-18. In Hinnebusch, 

William A. The History of the Dominican Order. Vol. 2.  Alba House, N.Y. 1973. 474p.) 
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